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Case Report
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ABSTRACT
Molluscum contagiosum (MC) is a viral infection of the skin and mucous membrane that usually presents as
umbilicated, flesh colored dome shaped papules and are mostly self-limiting in immune competent individuals,
though extensive lesions and atypical presentations may be observed in the immune-compromised. Here we present
an extremely rare incidence of MC presenting as a sebaceous cyst (SC) in the post auricular region, in a fourteen year
old immune-competent male child. Though few incidences of MC within an epidermal cyst (EC) have been reported,
this infection primarily presenting as a cystic lesion simulating a SC in an immune competent individual is extremely
rare. Imaging findings were consistent with subcutaneous cyst in keeping with a SC, which was then treated by
surgical excision. Histopathology of the surgically removed lesion revealed a cyst lined by stratified squamous
epithelium containing numerous molluscum bodies. No further treatment was required since this was the only intact
lesion present.
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INTRODUCTION
MC is a common infection of the children and
adolescents that affects the skin and mucous membranes
and is caused by a DNA virus belonging to the family
Poxviridae and subgenus molluscipox virus which
comprises of four genetically subdivided but clinically
indistinguishable virus types.1,2 They are usually selflimiting in the immune competent individuals and cause
discreet single or multiple flesh colored papules.3
This virus is clinically distinct from other pox viruses
owing to its characteristic umbilicated, mostly selflimiting papules, rather than pox like vesicular lesions.4 It
is a contagious infection with predilection towards the
face and trunk, flexural areas and genitalia.5,6 It usually
affects children and adolescents. Face, trunk and

extremities are common sites of infection in children
while the genital areas are more commonly affected in
adults. Transmission takes place through direct skin
contact with an infected individual.
However, transmission via fomites on bath sponges,
towels, salons and swimming pools can also take place.
This disease has a worldwide incidence of 2 to 8%, with
increasing incidence in the immune-suppressed and
communities with overcrowding, poor hygiene and
poverty.1,4,7
The average incubation period is of two to seven weeks
with an extended range of six months. In the general
population MC usually has a mild or subclinical
presentation, however, when co-existing with HIV
positive individuals or in the immune compromised,
atypical presentations, predominant facial involvement,
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bacterial super infection and resistance to treatment has
been observed.1

surgical excision of the lesion was done which was
observed to contain sebaceous cyst like material.

The lesions are usually clinically diagnostic, owing to
their characteristic appearance. Histopathological analysis
of the biopsied or curetted lesion may confirm the
infection by demonstation of molluscum bodies. Though
this virus cannot be cultured, other diagnostic modalities
include electron microscopy, immunohistochemistry
using polyclonal antibody and in-situ hybridization for
in-situ DNA.4,8,9
MC presenting as a cutaneous cystic lesion simulating a
SC is an extremely rare entity and literature review
showed only one such case being reported, to the best of
our knowledge. Al-Hilo et al carried out a study on
different clinical presentations of MC in Iraqi patients,
which demonstrated 28 out of 330 patients (8.48%) with
an atypical presentation.4

Figure 1: A cystic lesion simulating a sebaceous cyst.

Out of these 28, only one presented as a sebaceous cyst.
The other atypical presentations included features of that
of herpes simplex, plane warts, keratoacanthoma, stye,
skin tag, abscess, condyloma of Bushckie and
Lowenshtein, horn, basal cell carcinoma, pyogenic
granuloma, keloid, fibroma, exophytic wart and
Leishmania. However, multiple incidences of MC
occurring within an EC have been reported.
Here, we present an extremely rare case of a fourteen
year old immune competent male presenting with a
dermal cystic swelling at the post auricular region that
was clinically assumed to be a SC with radiological
features suggestive of a subcutaneous cyst.

Figure 2: A cyst lined by stratified squamous
epithelium containing numerous molluscum bodies.

Surgical excision of the lesion was done.
Histopathological analysis revealed a cyst lined by
stratified squamous epithelium containing numerous
molluscum bodies. Surgical removal of the lesion was
enough and no further treatment was done as this was the
only intact lesion present. Post-operative recovery was
uneventful and the child followed up at the surgical
outpatient few times.
CASE REPORT
A fourteen year old male presented to the pediatric
surgical outpatient department with a painless swelling
over the left post auricular region for one month. There
were no other complaints.
On examination, there was a central punctum over the
lesion and the clinical picture pointed toward a sebaceous
cyst (Figure 1). Ultrasound of the lesion showed a
2.9x2.8x0.7 cm well encapsulated cystic space occupying
lesion in the subcutaneous plane in left retro auricular
area of swelling with thick internal echoes, suggestive of
a sebaceous cyst. Further work up confirmed the
immune-competent status of the child. Subsequently,

Figure 3: The molluscum bodies are eosinophilic
intracytoplasmic inclusion bodies.
Gross examination of the surgical specimen showed a
skin covered fibro fatty tissue piece with skin ellipse
measuring 3x0.7cm and underlying fibro fatty tissue
measuring 3.3x2x1.5cm. One longitudinal and two
transverse sections were taken for histopathological
analysis. Microscopic assessment of Haematoxylin and
Eosin (H&E) stained slides revealed skin tissue with
hyperkeratosis and acanthosis of the epidermis. The
dermis showed a cyst lined by stratified squamous
epithelium containing numerous molluscum bodies
(Figure 2). The molluscum bodies are eosinophilic
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intracytoplasmic inclusion bodies (Figure 3). Surrounding
stroma showed mild chronic inflammation. There was no
malignancy. Surgical excision of the lesion was the only
therapy required since this was a single intact lesion with
no evidence of any other swellings or papules. No further
treatment was given and the child followed up at the
pediatric surgical outpatient after an uneventful recovery
following surgery.
DISCUSSION
MC is a common, usually self-limiting skin and mucous
membrane infection caused by MC virus (MCV), which
exists in four types: MCV 1, 2, 3 and 4. MCV infection is
specific to humans and worldwide incidences have been
reported. MCV genotype1 has been observed to be the
predominant infection causing agent and represents 98%
cases in the United States and 75-90% cases in general,
while other genotypes are found to be more common in
the immune compromised, HIV infected individuals and
in countries outside the United States.1,4,10,11 However,
these genotypes are clinically indistinguishable. Usually
they present as characteristic umbilicated flesh colored
papules 3-5mm in size. Atypical presentations are
common in the immunosuppressed and HIV infected
population. Such lesions may be larger and present at
unusual sites with unusual clinical picture. However,
such atypical presentations in immune-competent persons
are rare, though reported in literature. Giant MC with
atypical sites such as the eyelid and nipple.5,12,13
Though MCV affects any group, children are found to be
more commonly affected by this virus.14 Al-Hilo et al, in
their study in Iraqi patients, found children below ten
years predominantly affected by this infection.4 Head and
neck were the most common sites of infection (78.18%),
while genital lesions were seen in 10% of the study
population including adults and children. Among
children, genital lesions were noted in only 2.7% cases.
Another study conducted by Dohil MA et al found that
majority of studied patient population with MC were
children younger than 8 years of age and presented with
fewer than fifteen lesion.1
Similar to other viral infections, cell mediated immune
system has been implicated to be vital for the resolution
of the infection. In the adults, rise in the incidence of MC
has been associated with increased incidence of AIDS
cases, with 5 to 18% of HIV infected persons showing
clinical evidence of MC.1 Atopic dermatitis has been
found to be another condition which is commonly
associated with MC with presence of more extensive
lesions, due to relative suppression of helper T cell type 1
response in acute skin lesions.15
MCV infects epidermal keratinocytes leading to the
formation of epithelial downgrowing lobules containing
molluscum bodies. Infection of keratinocytes of hair
follicle infundibulum, may give rise to comedones or
abscesses.16 Few cases of MC infecting EC have been

reported. Such conditions may arise due to co-inoculation
of MCV at the time of the cyst formation or invasion of a
pre-existing EC by MCV via the ostium connecting the
epidermis with the underlying EC.17
As per the study conducted by Al-Hilo et al, typical
presentation of umbilicated papules was found in 92.12%
of their study population, while 7.78% patients were
clinically atypical, including one case that presented as a
sebaceous cyst. MC may simulate many common skin
diseases or have a fulminant presentation.18 However, the
exact pathogenesis behind such atypical presentations in
immune competent patients has not been fully
understood.
Diagnosis is mostly made by clinical evaluation,
however, biopsy or cytology are required for a definitive
diagnosis.19 The lesions are confirmed by demonstration
of enlarged epithelial cells within intra cytoplasmic
molluscum bodies. Use of electron microscopy, in-situ
DNA hybridization and fluorescent antibody testing are
other useful diagnostic modalities.13 Immunological
work-up should be done especially for atypical MC
presentations. Treatment options include cryotherapy
with liquid nitrogen, extirpation followed by
cauterization of the base with electro-dessication, or with
chemicals such as silver nitrate, phenol and
trichloroacetic acid. Solitary intact lesions in immune
competent patients can be treated by simple surgical
excision, however, resistant cases in the immune
compromised may be treated with topical antiviral agent
like cidofovir or intralesional interferon alpha.
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